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Did you know
food waste contributes the 3rd largest amount of

green house gasses destroying our climate?

Understand Empathize



8/10 people interviewed responded that they had no idea.

Most don't.

Understand Empathize



If food waste was a country,
it would be the 3rd largest
following China and the US.

1/3 of the food produced in the
world is wasted.

It is the 2nd highest contributor of emissions.

"I know that the lifecycle of food takes a lot of

natural resources and energy, but I had no idea

food waste emitted greenhouse gas!"

-Deb
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WHY
is food wasted?
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34 million Americans face hunger
 

811 million of the world is going to bed hungry
 

697 million are severely food insecure
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That's 1 in 4 people globally



Understand

HOW
can we waste this
valuable resource?

Research



Understand Research

Farmers destroy food 
because it does not meet 
the high retail appearance 
standards.

Culling

Methods of
Food Waste

Crops are thrown out from disease, pests, 
rot and culling. 

Our food shortage is not stemming from 
how much food we are producing and 
growing on earth, but from the amount 
that is wasted in the process from the farm 
to the table.

Crop Waste & Culling



60%

6/10 users interviewed said they are 
either prohibited from outdoor composting 
on their property or don’t have municipal 
pick up services through their 
county government.

Users expressed a shame
that they are throwing out 
their leftover foods because 
they cannot easily compost 
their waste.

Can't compost

Lack of convenience
to composting

Understand Research

Methods of
Food Waste



US restaurants generate an estimated 22 
to 33 billion pounds of food waste each 
year. Institutions — including schools, 
hotels and hospitals — generate an 
additional 7 to 11 billion pounds per year. 
Approximately 4 to 10 percent of food 
purchased by restaurants is wasted before 
reaching the consumer. [2]

FDA regulated 

Excessive portion sizes

Consumers buy too much

       sell-by dates

Other methods

Understand Research

Methods of
Food Waste



 
 

 
 
 

Food is just thrown out.
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This is a PROBLEM

Define



Problem statement 

Understand Define

Society needs to seriously address climate change in as many ways as 
possible. Food waste is one of the top contributors to destroying earth. 
Humans need to be more self-reliant and take additional measures to 
reduce food waste more than ever.

If households preserved their foods for later consumption or composted 
reguarly, a tremendous amount of food waste could be avoided and 
carbon footprints could be reduced. 



"What is staggering to think, is that using 
the method of preservation in households 

to reduce food waste is far from a new idea, 
it is not disruptive or revolutionary but it 

has just been overlooked and forgotten in 
the sustainable diet arena."

 
-Wayne Martindale

The Potential of Food Preservation to 

Reduce Food Waste

 
 



"Preventing food from going to waste is one of the
easiest and most powerful actions you can take to save money

and lower your climate change footprint by reducing greenhouse
gas emissions and conserving natural resources."

-US EPA
United States Environmental Protection Agency



How might we reduce household food waste
by increasing food preservation,

storage methods and composting?



User Stories
Flow charts
Journey Map
Sketching wireframes

Week 1
Framing
the Problem Script for Testing

Initiate testing

Week 3
User Testing

Develop design system

Week 5
Hi-Fidelity Prototype

branding and prototype
Compile all methods

Week 7
Presentation deck

findings and research
to present

Timeline
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Mindmapping
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Digital Wireframes

Week 2
Visual Exploration

development
Iterate wireframes

Week 4
Iterations

from usability testing
findings and takeaways

Continue refinement

Add micro interactions

Test prototype for feedback

Week 6
Hi-Fidelity Prototype

of prototype

and design elements

on additional design elements
and features

Practice and refine

Week 8
Present

slide deck for final
presentation
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Mind Map & Macro Forces

Questions prompted mindmapping and macro forces





Goals/Outcomes

Reduce food and environmental waste

Educate proper methods for food preservation/composting

Increase household food storage

Decrease the human carbon footprint

Inspire healthier diets and lifestyles

Decrease household food costs

Connect users to events, recipes, equipment and resources

Understand Define





Competition
Direct and indirect

Understand Evaluate



University extensions and 
the current market 
provide assistance 
and recommendations, 
however they are 
underfunded, 
underresourced 
and limited in features.

The market is a blue ocean.

Understand Evaluate



Competitors Timer Checklists
Preservation

Methods
Imagery
of Food

Recipes

Canning

Canning
Freezing
Dehydrating
Smoking
Fermenting

Understand Evaluate



Understand

Who are our users?
Key audiences & mental models

Define



Target Audiences

Adults over 25

Gardeners

"Preppers"

People who cook

Farmers Market attendants & vendors

Households that cannot compost
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Additional Audiences

Mothers who make homemade baby food

Pet owners who make homemade pet food 

Farmers

Teachers

Campers/backpackers

BBQ enthusiasts (smoke meat and hot sauce)

Armed forces

Off-grid and survival enthusiasts

Communities that do not have easy access to food stores for fresh food 

       or live in a climate where fresh food is hard to produce or procure

Understand Define



Assumed mental models

want to preserve their food

don't want to throw their food out

want to fight climate change

want to save money

want to store their food

want to be more healthy

like to garden

already currently store some food

want to compost

Understand Define



Understand Empathize Preserving food from the garden

Opportunities



Interviews
The objectives & process

Understand Empathize



What are the users views on climate change?

What are the users habits on gardening?

How much food do users believe they throw in the bin?

What is keeping users from composting?

What are the users pain points with preserving foods?

How many users have preserved before/or have an interest?

What are the users emotions about preserving food?

Would users be inclined to use a tool to preserve food and compost?

Objectives

Understand Discovery



Process

Time
Interviews were estimated
around 30-40 minutes.

10 users
interviewed
Interviews were conducted with
the key audience and user types.
A variety of users were chosen that
were in line with the personas.

Remote
Users were interviewed over
Zoom. This allowed users to be
recorded for later transcription
and note recording.

Documentation
Key findings and quotes were
documented about emotions,
habits and processes.

Understand Discovery



"I love to be outdoors. It brings me great joy when I reconnect with

the earth, plant my own veggies and feel the success
of preserving them for off-season."

-Allison



Understand EmpathizeEmpath

Key findings and insights
Affinity maps and understanding POV



Interviews concluded that:
  

0%

70%

60%40%

40%

80%

Zero users want to 
throw out food

7/10 households 
already preserve 

some food

Only
4/10 users compost 

8/10 users garden 
 

6/10 are prohibited from 

composting

Only 4/10 feel confident 
preserving food for 
long-term storage

However...

But...

Because...
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What do users need?

Time
Users don’t feel as though 
processing food is a priority 
in their free-time and most 
interviewed have access to 
store bought foods.

Supplies & Storage
Users noted that their lack of 
preserving either through freezing or 
canning was due to a lack of storage 
space, options and supplies.

Knowledge
Users' fear of processing 
foods for storage has kept 
them from utilizing 
the practice. 

Composting
Users need state mandates to 
enforce composting services if 
county restrictions prohibit it on 
their property or the supplies to 
do it properly and efficiently. 

Understand Empathize



Garden Area
5/9 users stated that they did 
not have an optimal area with 
enough sun, protected 
from wildlife to garden the way 
they want to. Zero users garden 
food indoors.

Visuals
Users need to be shown visually 
and hands-on how to can safely. 
Users noted that they prefer 
watching videos to learn and/or 
taking classes. 

Help
Users need help gardening. 
Although many users enjoy 
gardening, it can be 
overwhelming to maintain and 
plans for food after harvest. 

Tools
Users need timers and 
checklist utilities to 
match competition.

Understand Empathize

What do users need?



Concern
Users interviewed had limited 

concern for natural disasters as 
most live in areas that are not 

affected...
 

yet.



Explore

Ideate
Storyboards, user stories, flow charts,  

2 x 2 feature matrix, crazy 8's,
wireframing, usability testing



Explore Ideate

Storyboard



Features

Timer

Supply checklists

Process checklists

Recipes

Process Videos

Glossary

Education

Access to industry suppliers

Explore Ideate



Wireframes

Explore Ideate



Usability Tests

Time
Walkthroughs of 3 wireframe  
task flows were conducted. 
Average time time on task 
was around 10 minutes and 
total time tested around 
30-40 minutes.

6 usability tests
 
Usability test were conducted with 
6 key audience user types. Tests 
were conducted on wireframes and 
more refined prototype.

Remote
Users were interviewed over 
Zoom. This allowed users to be 
recorded for later transcription 
and note recording. 

Documentation
Key findings and quotes were
documented about emotions,
habits and processes. 

Materialize Test



What are the users emotions navigating these tasks?

Is the process clear and does the content resemble their

Is the application learnable and memorable after

How do the users feel about the onboarding animation-

mental model of the process?

completing similar tasks repeatedly?

is it confusing, does it make sense and is it pleasing and enjoyable?

Objectives

Materialize Test



Users found they wanted more options to learn about

3/4 Users did not understand the icon for upgraded features

Glossary may be necessary

Bottom navigation needs connection to composting

Consistency of language needs addressed

tools and language of canning process

as a quick resource

Usability Test Findings
Wireframes

Materialize Test



Introducing

Preserv is a food preservation sidekick
that guides users easily through food preservation,

storage and composting options.

Using Preserv can reduce household food waste,
cut costs and increase household food storage.
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Prototype



Materialize Test

Usability #2 Test Findings

Users wanted a more expansive composting section

Some sections and flows need revisions in sequencing

Users were pleased with the features and displayed 
satisfaction of the chosen imagery and cataloging of 
produce and data

Users showed an interest in the additional upgraded areas 
and were curious to learn more about the methods

Experienced users were helpful to add details that were 
not provided in the process that would provide more 
confidence for users

       that compiles additional resources for composting 

Prototype





Explore Ideate

Next Steps

Additional testing and card sorting would be valuable

Additional research to add content would increase

A more refined design would enhance the

Micro interactions can be more advanced and refined

for sequencing and sorting of sections

engagement of educational elements

satisfaction of the application
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Reflections

Components/assets should NOT be created on a separate layer

Investing in an upgrade of Zoom would have been useful, several

It was incredibly important to have usability tests with an

The usability tests and interviews are becoming easier and more

Users are pleased with imagery and visuals and they have a

tests ran beyond the 30 minute mark and needed to be broken
into two sessions

older demographic and less experienced users

enjoyable as I gain experience

big impact on usability



I have become more mindful of every ounce 
of food waste that my household is creating.



Thank you

Minimizing household food waste
through preservation and education

Shannon O'Brennan || MICA || UX Design || Capstone
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SWOT Analysis
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User Stories/ Flow Charts

Holly
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Crazy 8's



Storyboard part 1



Storyboard part 2



Assess and track social media trends

Retrieve analytics on the popularity of the

We can measure user downloads over timeframes

Advertisement click traffic

Customer support inquiries and feedback

Surveys on interest, composting and preservation frequency with location data

Search engine analytics

Social media response and traffic analytics

Digital Ad traffic from advertising on related websites/affiliate applications.

Key Performance Indicators

related search terms of "preservation" and "sustainability"



Vetted, researched and approved recipes

Approved affiliates and partners with the aligned vision

Accessibility and inclusion for dietary needs and user needs

Language accessibility must be addressed

Initial Risks Mitigation



Some preservation methods take a lot of TIME (canning, smoking, dehydrating)

Preserving foods for storage takes SPACE.  3/10 users noted they 

Not everyone has the same CONCERNS about emergency weather scenarios.

Findings to address solutions for:

       Many users stated they do not have time to preserve foods

      do not have the additional freezer space or storage space in their homes 
      (however, they all stated they would like to have it in the future)

       (Education through the app may raise awareness on household preparation)









PrototypePrototype

Link to full file

Link to prototype
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